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Our Vision
We aspire to
help make
Melbourne’s West
a welcoming
place of urban
discovery

Advocacy
We are the influential voice for the tourism industry in
Melbourne’s west

Visitor Experience
We collaborate to implement a regional visitor
framework of authentic experience

Communication & Engagement
We communicate our value

Industry Development
We lead and connect the industry and
build its capability

Western Melbourne Tourism Inc (WMT) is an urban regional tourism board
incorporated for the purposes of developing a stronger more competitive tourism
sector in Melbourne’s west. Melbourne’s west embraces the municipal boundaries of
Brimbank, Hobsons Bay, Melton, Moonee Valley and Wyndham councils.
The WMT board’s mission is to increase the recognition and contribution of tourism
to the region’s economy, ensuring potential visitors are aware of the unique factors
that make Melbourne’s west a compelling place to visit and this interest converts to
visitation growth.
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RESOURCES
RESEARCH DATA - WESTERN REGION

Statistics taken from the “Drivers of Regional Tourism Document”

RESEARCH DATA - DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD here...

DVS Events - Drivers of Regional Tourism Document

DOCUMENT SUMMARY:
Every year hundreds of events or festivals are held across regional Australia – including sporting,
food and wine, music, arts and culture and community events. Events are ideal for generating
awareness for regional destinations and driving visitation.
Tourism Research Australia’s National Visitor Survey shows that over half of all domestic day and
overnight trips in 2013 were to regional destinations (58%), where visitors spent $34 billion.
Tourism Research Australia, the South Australian Tourism Commission and Tourism Victoria
identified a need to better understand regional events as a tourism product, and their place
in driving visitation to the region. GFK Australia were contracted to conduct the research.
This report summarises the key findings from the research, and includes:
• events and regional tourism
• trips taken for events
• event destinations and experiences
• encouraging event attendance

MAPS DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD here...

Melbourne’s West Overall Map
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